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chairperson’s report
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,

it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair,
we had everything before us, we had nothing before us”
Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities.
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It seems as if the year 2012 adopted a Dickensian character in
retrospect where, in terms of the social dialogue between state
and citizen, “we had everything before us, we had nothing before
us”. First, the events at Marikana where flashes of images of our
past threatened to condemn an already volatile situation. The
dialogue between business and workers, instead of being enhanced
by governmental intervention, went off the rails with the shooting
of 34 miners. Second, the farm labourers’ revolt in De Doorns
highlighted the apparent inability of the State to intervene in
the dialogue between farm labourers and farm owners. What
should have been resolved through a consultative process aimed
at correcting a glaring inappropriate wage dispensation, descended
into near anarchy and unprecedented levels of distrust between
the social partners. Each of these moments presented an
opportunity where we should have drawn on our collective age
of wisdom in order to chart the way, but instead an age of
foolishness descended where we came very close to losing the
plot.

SPP, true to its character of people-centred development
responded in word and deed to the challenges posed during this
period. While it has volunteered mediation approaches between
the relevant role players, it also acted in substantive support of
the organisations and individuals who found themselves in the
cross-fire of the social conflict. The rebuilding of trust between
state, workers (farm labourers) and employers (farm owners) is
a sine qua non for a society if we are to move from a winter of
despair to a spring of hope.
The challenges faced by the rural poor, and especially rural
women, have not dissipated; in fact, it has attracted multiple
layers of complexity where economic disempowerment brought
about by an unyielding and stagnant land reform process is
exacerbated by increasing levels of gender-based violence and
an unsustainable dependence on social grants. These
circumstances have necessitated the adoption of a multidimensional approach from SPP where needs-driven partnerships
with NGOs became the order of the day. It is quite conceivable
that the need for such partnerships will affect the manner in
which SPP plan and budget for its activities in this sector. In this
regard, our experience with the Tshintsha Amakhaya project
will stand us in good stead as we consider, plan and budget for
our value contribution to this sector of our communities.

As an organisation, we managed to remain focused through a
difficult time where we lost key personnel, and had to re-organise
in order to work more effectively and efficiently with the
dwindling human resources at our disposal. This was, in no small
measure, made possible by a core group of dedicated and selfless
staff members who have shown themselves as nothing short of
heroes who steadied the ship amidst a storm.
It can safely be said that 2013 will not present any less
challenges. SPP has the resources at its disposal, in terms
of a dedicated and highly resourceful staff complement
and Board, and a vast array of social and developmental
partners, to contribute to turn the next period
into a season of Light, a spring of hope.

Johann Mettler
Chairperson, SPP Board
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director’s foreword

T

he last 20 years have seen South Africa having to come
to grips with a disturbing social phenomenon that one
might reasonably have thought was specific to Apartheid. These
social ills and problems have not only refused to go away after
the arrival of democracy, but have steadily worsened.
Unemployment continues to have a racial dynamic in that it
affects black youth disproportionately.
There is a general awareness that the situation needs to change
but no clear alternatives have emerged yet. Despondent voters
have rather chosen to stay away from the polls rather than vote
for a party other than the ruling party. A ferment of internal
contestation is present in all organisations, political or not, on
what can be done to change the status quo.
The event of 2012 that is cemented in the minds of society is
undoubtedly the massacre of 34 mine workers in Marikana. The
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wider context of the Marikana massacre is a rise in social struggles
and protests from below that have challenged the laws and
institutions put in place to manage public protest. The monthlong wildcat strike by mine workers at Marikana massacre is only
one example of this rising of the poor. There was also a significant
increase in service delivery protests as relayed through media and
experiences of communities directly affected. Towards the end
of the year, farm workers in the Western Cape went on a strike
that lasted for four months. This was historically unprecedented
in its scale, intensity and the victory that the strikers won.
These struggles might have dropped off in intensity, but they are
by no means over. Where agreements were reached, the
implementation is fiercely contested by all sides, and there is a
general expectation that these struggles will again become as
intense as when they dominated headlines. At the moment,
thousands of participants in these protests are facing criminal
charges. Hundreds have in turn laid charges against the police for
various crimes, including murder.

director’s foreword
These events have understandably placed pro-poor civil society
organisations like ourselves under immense pressure. Our responses
have been driven by the understanding that as much as South
Africa’s social problems might be part of the legacy of Apartheid,
they are also the result of the neo-liberal development path chosen
by the ruling government. In fact, it is neo-liberalism that obstructs
the reparation of Apartheid’s legacy in land reform, where patterns
of skewed land ownership persist because of the government’s
commitment to market-based land reform models as one part of
a complex set of problems.

opportunity to more effectively collaborate and exchange skills
with other NGOs.

The rural poor have more consciously explored protest, resistance
and movement building as a way of being heard in the current
context. Several other options have been and are still being
explored. This report describes some of those efforts. Naturally
SPP has had to adapt and shift its resources to support a greater
emphasis on movement-building while simultaneously supporting
development and engaging with state policies through various
mechanisms of public participation. I hope that readers will
understand this new challenge of finding a balance and creative
integration of the two approaches.

There are many tensions and challenges in the work of SPP. Even
as the demand for our services is increasing, we continuously have
to adjust and strategically rethink and reorganise. We face the
unfortunate reality that we lost key staff to government and
academia. We said good bye to Andries Titus who fearlessly,
passionately and unceasingly fulfilled his role as facilitator working
with farm workers and dwellers. We wish him well as he takes up
his new role as rural development manager at the Cederberg
Municipality. Charles Williams resigned to become a full-time
Minister in the Anglican Church of Southern Africa. His leadership
in the Hantam Karoo programme over many years has laid the
foundation for agrarian transformation in that region. He has
played a critical and valuable role in the internal transformation
of SPP as an organisation during very tumultuous times as the
organisation came to terms with issues of race, class and gender.
He always brought sanity and calm to the situation. Both staff
members have since their departure continued to play a constructive
role towards advancing the cause of the landless and the
constituencies we support.

SPP has realised that a movement building approach does not sit
comfortably with a narrow focus on agrarian reform. Our work
with women and youth, for example, has been challenged by the
fact that the rural poor (correctly in our view) does not
compartmentalise its social life for the convenience of an NGO.
Women who enter into partnerships regarding land reform demand
that we also partner them in their struggles against gender-based
violence and advocate for improved access to social grants. This
has limited our work with women but we are taking up the

SPP has always been guided by its people-driven approach and
acknowledgement that power and agency vests with people. Our
partnership with the Food Sovereignty Campaign as a movement
is an example of prioritising people-driven development and
defining an appropriate support role for ourselves. Learning from
the experience of our partners who share the same approach is
critical.
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“My internship with SPP was a great chance, it was an experience which had
a big impact on my world view and on what I'm becoming today. Really!!
Thanks to all of you!!!” Berenger Frehaut – Intern from France
Thank you to the four interns José Pick, Rafkin Fredericks, Megan
Esterhuizen and Clara Anahí Friis-Rasmussen who complemented
the work of the organisation as we lost key staff members. We
really valued your contributions and certainly hope that your
exposure to SPP and our work and your interactions with
communities enriched your lives and added to your own political
and social consciousness.
The regrettable reality was that no staff replacements have been
made due to an uncertain funding environment. Our difficulties
reside not only in the fact that funding is harder to come by, but
also in the fact that funding tends to be project-based, which
does not always lend itself towards an approach that places the
support of movement building and broader transformation of
society at the centre of our activities. We are thankful to our
existing and new partners who have remained in solidarity and
support with us, despite their own challenges, and remained
committed to an agenda that supports food sovereignty in the
context of our work. Being invited by International Development
Exchange (IDEX) to a conference of funders in San Francisco gave
us the opportunity to make a case for movement building as part
of a panel exploring the topic “Cooling the Earth and Feeding the
World”. The role of NGOs in this changing context was at the
centre of debates.
CCFD-Terre Solidaire invited SPP and other partners such as
ASPTA (Brazil) to participate in the proceedings of the United
Nations Committee on World Food Security (CFS) and the
activities and discussions of its Civil Society Mechanism (CSM).
The CFS is one of the committees of the UN and is regarded as
a new space for food policies of the world. Its reform in 2009
provides opportunity for civil society engagement and participation
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and the CSM has since played an active role as full member,
despite no right to vote. These processes provide an opportunity
to build our international alliances.
Tshintsha Amakhaya released the research report on livelihoods,
rights and land use that was conducted in selected sites in the
Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo and Western Cape. This
research will be further discussed with key stakeholders and
researchers at a roundtable early in 2013. The findings and data
from this research is being utilised by SPP and informs our strategic
interventions and work on a community and municipal level.
The collaboration provides a valuable opportunity to strengthen
our approaches and impacts. However, the partners who make
up the network are facing multiple challenges around governance
and funding. A participatory video training for community members
and staff was organised to enhance our lobbying and visibility
using multimedia options. The broad themes were livelihoods,
food security, agricultural production, rights and access to services.
SPP looked at the topic “youth trapped on farms”.
A review of Tshintsha Amakhaya in 2013 will build on the strengths
of the partnership in order to shape the future role, structure and
implementation modalities. We have not fully utilised the collective
strength and opportunity that this collaborative initiative presents.
The Northern Cape Network brings together a range of
organisations with a common vision for addressing rural poverty.
The experiences of the participating partners contributed to
strengthening mutual capacity. The network remains a valuable
space for learning and sharing. Growing the network is one area
of exploration in the coming year.

director’s foreword
Towards the end of October four women staff, (Herschelle Milford,
Mandy Booys, Zayaan Khan and Sithandiwe Yeni) and Petrus
Brink (a farm dweller and Convenor for the Food Sovereignty
Campaign at the time) participated in the “Slow Food International”
Terra Madre and Salone del Gusto in Italy. This bi-annual event
is organised by Slow Food International with an emphasis on
good, clean and fair food. The event was attended by over 16 000
delegates from across the globe which included food producers,
small-scale farmers and fishers, food activists and youth. One of
the flagship projects of Slow Food International is the 1 000 Food
Gardens in Africa project.
SPP coordinates the project in South Africa. Delegates also included
representatives from these projects - Southern Cape Land
Committee, Trust for Community Outreach and Education and
Biowatch SA. It was a special moment for the South African
delegation when two women farmers from KZN prepared a
traditional meal for delegates. The exhibition of the 1000 Food
Gardens in Africa project attracted many visitors attending the
event.
Staff made valuable linkages with small producers worldwide. The
SPP director formed part of the panel on “Food Movements Unite”
which looked at the challenges of food movements from a South
African perspective using the Food Sovereignty Campaign as
casing example. SPP has been nominated to the International
Council of Slow Food International for the Southern African region.
This provides space to influence this food movement to more
extensively address issues relating to the politics of the food
system such as food sovereignty and agrarian transformation.
The change process in the organisation has been tough but positive

and happened on all levels. On governance level we had to comply
with the new Companies Act of 2008 which came into operation
on 1 May 2011. As this development has significant implications
for SPP, its members and directors discussed it at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) in order to adopt the new Memorandum
of Incorporation for SPP. The new Companies Act lists the duties
of directors in more detail and an information session took place
to allow board members to better understand their legal duties
and expected standard of conduct. In adopting the new
Memorandum of Incorporation, the members had to decide
whether SPP should continue being a membership structure, or
whether its legal form should only comprise directors. The new
Act has introduced some flexibility in this regard. The members
voted against a membership structure. However, members said
an accountability space should be created where the annual report
and audited financial statements are shared with a broader
constituency. The AGM voluntarily elected to audit the SPP
financial statements in compliance with the applicable requirements
of the Companies Act of 2008.
The AGM also appointed Solace and Associates as the new auditors
for SPP.
Staff members of SPP are commended for the manner in which
they have embraced the recent change process. Their positivity
despite many uncertainties and direct personal impacts was, and
still is, encouraging. It allowed us to collectively craft a way
forward and to creatively and critically assess our effectiveness
and areas for change. The entire process was built on the principles
of transparency and accountability, from Board to staff. Leadership
was challenged but rose to the occasion and held the process
with care and responsibility.
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“We must consider aboriginal title and common law. We lost our traditional
lands long before 1913 and nothing is said how this will be addressed. By
considering aboriginal title and traditional rights we will be able to get beck the
land that we lost to settlers and mining companies like De Beers...”
(Samuel Cloete, Komaggas: Act 9 Meeting, Fremersheim, 3 September 2012)

The impact of these changes was positive as we continually
reviewed our approach and way of working. Our Hantam Karoo
office was scaled down as we consolidated our Northern Cape
focus. The cost saving was as a result of the change rather than
the reason for the change.
The guidance of the Board has been invaluable. Thank you for
trusting us to work through these changes and challenges while
keeping a close eye on governance and strategic implications of
our decisions. We are appreciative of your selfless giving to the
organisation. Welcome back to Dr Karen Daniels who, after a
short absence, agreed to be part of the Board again.
Our work is meaningless without the cooperation of, and
partnership with, communities. Thank you for your continued
trust in the organisation. Thank you for challenging us and keeping
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us accountable and in touch with your realities. We all find
strength and inspiration from your struggles for and passionate
belief in transformative change.
A special appreciation goes to the members of the Food
Sovereignty Campaign for your (sometimes unvalued) efforts
and sacrifices. I am personally humbled by the leadership you
have displayed on many fronts over the last few years. Continue
to grow and be open to learn from other movements as you
expand your alliances and network both nationally and
internationally. We salute you!

Herschelle Milford

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty

A

grarian transformation for food sovereignty is the basis for
transforming the rural economy and working towards broader
societal change. It is essential for addressing landlessness and rural
underdevelopment and for equalising unequal power relations. A
pro-poor agenda is necessary to ensure food sovereignty. It is the
antithesis of the prevailing neo-liberal socio-economic policy.
Small-scale farmers and producers, farm workers and farm dwellers,
as well as “invisible” rural communities are important social forces
for bringing about this transformation. The ability of these forces
to engage with this process is hampered by lack of resources and
isolation. Since its inception in 2008, the Right to Agrarian Reform
for Food Sovereignty Campaign has been a critical vehicle for
carrying this process forward.
Land reform is failing. Where to next? This is a question that SPP is
grappling with, together with other forces and organisations fighting
for transformation and land redistribution. We are confronted with

the reality of skewed land ownership patterns, and limited access
to land for people wishing to make a living on the land and expand
their livelihoods.During 2013 – the centenary of the 1913 Natives
Land Act – a review of the land reform programme will be in the
spotlight.Throughout history, successful land reform programmes
the world over have been driven by social movements. In South
Africa the change will also have to come from below through the
self-organisation and mobilisation of landless communities. The
task of changing unequal land ownership patterns and challenging
the neoliberal policies that sustain this inequity is even more urgent
than before. Despite many acts of resistance by communities,
challenges to improved accessand control over land and water
remain. The farm workers’ strike in 2012 might have been a
significant trigger for social movements mobilising around agrarian
transformation to join forces in their struggle to address the land
question in South Africa and craft a vision for agrarian
transformation.
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“The people who fought for land is no more, we who are still alive must keep
their dreams alive” JJ Cloete (Kooitjie) - farmer from the Northern Cape

The Green Paper on Land Reform was released in 2011. A
consultation process took place and submissions were made by
various sectors of society. Although the Green Paper spoke of “food
sovereignty”,none of the key principles and pillars of the food
sovereignty movement were included in the document. Since then,
there has been no clear government map for the way forward, and
engagements have been restricted to ad hoc working group sessions
with representatives from a few selected organisations.The current
dysfunctional structure of agriculture and land ownership patterns
is being enabled by a legislative framework that is not providing
any solution to the myriad problems faced by farm workers and
dwellers.While land reform is being implemented on the one hand,
the state is simultaneously introducing policy measures to facilitate
the restructuring of agriculture. It is our contention that most of
the human and tenure rights violations are linked to this restructuring
within the agricultural sector. The farm workers’ strike clearly
showed the need for a review of practices in agriculture and their
negative impact on the agrarian landscape. The lack of
transformation in agriculture has further entrenched the unequal
power relations clearly evident and experienced on commercial
farms.

EXPLORING OPTIONS FOR AGRARIAN TRANSFORMATION
Engaging the state and negotiating with
land owners and role players
Most of the people in the communities of Rooiwal and Vioolsdrift
are farm workers and more than 60% of the potential beneficiaries
of land redistribution are women. After several efforts to access
land they submitted a Proactive Land Acquisition Strategy (PLAS)
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application to the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform (DRDLR) for the acquisition of a particular farm that
would meet their collective needs. PLAS is the policy measure
the department is currently using to make land available to
farmers. Due to bad-faith negotiations between DRDLR and the
white commercial farmer, the farmer is no longer willing to sell
his farm. He has leased the land to another commercial farmer
for a period of six years who will, at the end of the lease, have
first option to buy the land. The communities are now exploring
other avenues to resolve the matter such as joining the Food
Sovereignty Campaign to strengthen their collective lobbying
and mobilisation voices so that they can successfully gain access
to land.
When approximately 420 hectares of SANParks (SA National
Parks) land became available, a group of landless people in
Hondeklip Bay expressed their need for grazing land. However,
SPP has since discovered that this land is subject to a land
restitution claim with the verification process for the claim due
to start toward the end of 2012. New options will now have to
be explored. These disappointments hugely impact on the morale
of those struggling for land. According to the official responsible
for land in the Kamiesberg Municipality, De Beers donated two
farms to the municipality. There is no water on the farms, and
the suitability of the land for livestock farming has not yet been
established.
The farmers’ group is interested in exploring ostrich and chicken
farming. According to the municipal official, it is a rocky area, far
from the community, and farmers will need 4x4 vehicles to travel
there. However, the farmers feel that the municipality should not
use lack of transport and distance as an excuse not to make land
available to the farmers and the community.

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty
Participation in decision-making structures
SPP has been supporting emerging farmers’ associations in the
Hantam Karoo, a part of the Namakwa District in the Northern
Cape. We assisted Jakkalskop Emerging Farmers’ Association,
Loeriesfontein Farmers’ Association and Kleinbegin Emerging
Farmers’ Association to complete forms required for registration
on the PLAS database.
SPP agreed to become a part of the selection committee in the
Hantam for PLAS applications. This gives us an opportunity to
advocate and lobby for resource-poor farmers and provides us
with a platform to critically engage with DRDLR and the
Department of Agriculture (DOA) around transparency, allocation
processes and criteria. Because available land is a limited resource,
only some of the applicants are successful. This potentially exposes
SPP to criticism for agreeing to participate in the committee’s
deliberations.
Members of the selection committee and shortlisted applicants
visited the farms. SPP formed part of the interview panel to
interview applicants, thereby ensuring that the farmers’ groups
we support had a fair chance. Agreement has been reached
collectively about which beneficiaries will access the farms.
Grootvogelstruisfontein (3 500 ha) has been leased out for a
period of five years to Mr J Cloete from Brandvlei Emerging
Farmers’ Association, Kleinvogelsfontein (2 380 ha) to Ms Katrina
Demas of Jakkalskop Emerging Farmers’ Association, and
Hendriksvlei (2 983 ha) will be leased out to Mr Jan Mentoor,
also from Jakkalskop Emerging Farmers’ Association.
SPP supported the women’s group of Jakkalskop Farmers in
Calvinia to access two plots of 17 130ha of land as part of the

PLAS programme for small-scale vegetable, herb, chicken and pig
farming.
The nearest office of DRDLR is in Kimberley, which makes
communication and engagement more difficult for emerging
farmers in the Hantam. After a fruitful workshop held by DRDLR
on 31 March 2012, the farmers requested that an office be opened
in the Hantam. An application was sent to DRDLR requesting the
appointment of an official in the Hantam Karoo region to make
access to information easier and identification and approval of
farms much more efficient. The response received indicated that
DRDLR will look into the request early next year.
The implementation of PLAS has raised many concerns among
farmers. In 2013 SPP will undertake action research on the
mechanisms and the ideology underpinning PLAS and make a
submission with farmers and the Food Sovereignty Campaign on
the limitations of the model and the problems that farmers
experience with this strategy.
Keeping government accountable
Since 2011 no progress has been made with regard to the tenure
reform process in the six CRAs [coloured rural areas] of
Namaqualand in terms of the Transformation of Certain Rural
Areas Act, 1998 (commonly known as TRANCRAA). SPP has over
the last two years been mandated by the Transformation
Committees and the Food Sovereignty Campaign to put pressure
on the DRDLR and appropriate directorate to resolve this matter.
Several meetings have taken place over the course of the last six
years. Consistent engagement and pressure eventually paid off
when we succeeded in securing the hosting of a two-day workshop
with DRDLR in 2012.
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This gathering brought together all 23 CRAs in the country, and
three NGOs working in partnership on this matter – SPP, Legal
Resources Centre(LRC) and Southern Cape Land Committee (SCLC).
Since this well-attended and representative gathering, the tenure
reform process has made substantial progress. The Minister of
Rural Development and Land Reform directed the department to
initiate a consultative process with the communities driven by a
steering committee comprising of SPP, LRC and SCLC. The process
involved provincial consultative workshops which culminated in
a national workshop in Cape Town where delegates from all the
CRAs could raise their issues. At the same meeting the Minister
also established an advisory team on tenure reform and LRC and
SPP form part of this team. A number of short-, medium- and
long-term objectives has been identified for taking the tenure
reform process forward. One of the short-term objectives that
will receive immediate attention is the completion of the
outstanding TRANCRAA activities in the different areas. Community
representatives were also elected onto a TRANCRAA Committee
that will take this process forward inside DRDLR.
The process has been given a high priority and good media coverage
strengthens accountability of the process. SPP was interviewed
for a television programme about the event which will be screened
in 2013. Affected communities have been feeling energised as
they now are in a much better position to take the tenure reform
process forward in their own areas. Various challenges have
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surfaced, given substantial time delays since the process started.
Some committee members passed away and others lost interest,
so strengthening representative committees is a key task. The
community of Komaggas has not been part of the initial process
so a way forward must be designed and negotiated. Many lessons
have since been learned which will enrich the process going
forward. SPP will continue to support the process through keeping
constituencies informed through newsletters, policy clarification
and engaging with issues as articulated by people themselves.
Using media to advocate for food sovereignty
The Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC) participated in the “Big
Debate” on land reform on 12 December 2012. Petrus Brink of
the FSC, a farm dweller, were part of the panel with land activists,
academics, researchers and organised agriculture represented.
Several members of the Food Sovereignty Campaign members
from both the Northern Cape and the Western Cape and staff of
SPP were very vocal and added their views, based on their experience
of local struggles.FSC effectively communicated its views regarding
agrarian reform, food sovereignty and agro-ecology. The debate
will be screened on national television in January 2013.
Several press statements were released during the farm workers’
strikes to generate public interest and solidarity.

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty
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“We as communities must work together to ensure improvements to our own
circumstances”. Liz Olivier (Hawequa)

Partnering with and lobbying munipalities
around commonage management
Access to land remains a huge challenge in the Kareeberg and
Karoo Hoogland regions of the Namakwa District of the Northern
Cape. For the last ten years, no additional commonage farms or
private land have been purchased in these regions. Several
applications for commonage land have been unsuccessful due to
high land prices and inadequate budget allocation by the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform. Continual
efforts to engage with local government started to pay off as
Karoo Hoogland revised its commonage policy in a participatory
process with other stakeholders such as SPP, Department of
Agriculture and, most importantly, the emerging farmers of the
Karoo Hoogland region. The commonage policy was approved
by the Karoo Hoogland Council in August 2012. The commonage
policy will hopefully be implemented from 1 January 2013.
The Cederberg commonage policy is still under development. A
new and revised policy will ensure that farmers have lease
contracts, which could mean access to much-needed resources.
Work behind the scenes included facilitating processes between
various stakeholders, a participatory process with farmers and
meetings with municipal officials as well as a presentation to the
mayoral committee. The intention was to have an agreed
acceptable policy before the end of 2012. Unfortunately the
municipality was still having the proposed policy scrutinised by
its legal experts at the end of the year.
A number of discussions were held with the Nama Khoi
Municipality regarding appropriate support to land users, in
particular with regard to water for household food production
(household gardens) in the municipal area and infrastructure
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support for local markets. The municipality indicated its openness
to explore possibilities and other support services with the farmers.
Despite these positive developments, the new council has put
developments with regard to commonage management on hold.
According to the council, its members need to first familiarise
themselves with the commonage policy and other land-related
issues in the municipality (for example TRANCRAA).Several
integrated development planning (IDP) meetings of the Nama
Khoi and District Municipality took place during the review period
and stakeholders had the opportunity to put issues on the
agenda.SPP and small-scale farmers made inputs into land and
support services.
Farmers’ forums as a form of organising
for advocacy and lobbying
Farmers’ forums are comprised of different farmers’ associations/
organisations in a municipal area. They collaborate with each
another for purposes of lobbying to hold government departments
and officials accountable, advocating for appropriate development
support and policy changes, sharing of farmers’ and institutional
experiences, joint mobilisation, planning and to explore marketing
opportunities as a collective. SPP partners with these forums and
support their struggles and actions towards agrarian transformation.
Multi-stakeholder approach for access to
land and infrastructure development
The farm Roodebergskloof in Garies has been developed as a
multipurpose (conservation-tourism-agriculture) development
initiative with the local farmers, Conservation South Africa, the
Kamiesberg Municipality, SPP and other role players.

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty
SPP assisted the farmers with negotiations regarding tenure rights
and land use planning. One of the key issues that emerged from
this process over the last number of years has been reneging on
promises to purchase additional grazing land for farmers as
compensation for the land that has been used for conservation
purposes.

application for land from the state. They have also started the
work on identifying land and registering their organisation as an
NPO. Although independent, they want to remain partners with
SPP. SPP supports them through popular education, institutional
development, solidarity and agricultural training and support.
COMMUNITY MOBILISATION AND SELF ORGANISATION

The reason cited for the lack of progress in this regard has been
the “failure” of the infrastructural development on the farm and
the breakdown of the ‘formal’ process that involved all stakeholders.
One of our tasks as SPP is to ensure tenure security for the people
we work with. During the review period, the livestock farmers
signed new agreements with the Kamiesberg Municipality. A
needs analysis was jointly done by the Department of Agriculture,
SPP, the farmers, and the municipality. During October and
November a funding proposal was drafted and will be submitted
to the Department of Agriculture by the municipality to access
government funding for infrastructure development. In addition,
16 young people joined the Roodebergskloof group; a group that
previously consisted mainly of elderly people.
The Youth Commune Project
This project is a joint effort between SPP, Children Resource
Centre, Calusa (a TCOE affiliate) and other civil society
organisations. Its purpose is to establish youth communes to help
address youth unemployment and to facilitate access to education.
The young people we work with have decided to establish their
own organisation - Golden Rewards Youth Initiative. They foresee
this group as a federation of local groups who function
autonomously but support each other to establish their own local
youth commune. To this end they are busy completing a joint

Moravian mission stations take a stand
against the church as land owner
On request of the Wupperthal community (comprising of about
12 smaller villages) we held a popular education session in
Wupperthal to discuss the relationship between the constitution
of the Moravian Church and the Constitution of South Africa.
The participants self organised and led the process by developing
a profile of their community, identifying the different organisations
in their community, assessing their strengths and weaknesses
and the main problems they are confronted with. The role of the
church was analysed in relation to the current community problems
and how the Constitution of the country can assist the community
in addressing these problems. The community agreed on a followup action to the march to the Moravian Church headquarters in
Lansdowne two years ago and developing a memorandum to be
handed over to the Moravian Church. In conjunction with this
process, local actions were proposed which would be undertaken
in the different areas prior to the Synod of the Moravian Church.
Local media would be used to inform Moravians of the
memorandum and the actions. A local Task Team was established
and SPP was requested to assist the Task Team with a pamphlet
and with media.
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“The (Moravian) Church committed itself to land reform through the Genadendal
Accord. The church stands in the way of development. That is the reason
why we cannot get (municipal) services... The third and fourth generation will
still suffer... What should happen here must be done by the state. We do
not want to move away from the church, but would like to develop separate
from the church..” Dennis Bantam: Wupperthal Popular Education Session, 26 July 2012
Subsequent to this gathering, concerned members of the Moravian
mission stations of Goedverwacht, Wupperthal, Genadenberg,
Wittewater and Elim met with Legal Resources Centre, SPP and
the University of the Western Cape Legal Centre. A Concerned
Moravian Committee was formed at this meeting with
representation from each mission station. SPP was mandated to
draft a letter to the overseers’ council in each of the stations.
The main issues that Moravians are concerned with are the focus
of the current church leadership on financial matters other than
on spiritual matters and the disregard of the church for the views,
rights and wellbeing of the local membership.
Some of the key problems with the church are the establishment
and the running of the property portfolio of the Moravian Church
in South Africa as a company –MCiSA Holdings (Pty) Ltd. In
practice this means that projects that were started with
government support and the labour of the local people have been
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appropriated by the church; residents’ rights under laws like the
Extension of Security of Tenure Act (ESTA) have been ignored
and people evicted; the church is not accountable to the people
and makes unilateral decisions; the Genadendal Accord (a land
reform agreement between government and the Church) is being
ignored; and the church blocks the delivery by municipalities of
services like water, refuse removal, electricity because it wants
to benefit from delivering these services itself.
During September the concerned members met with the different
outside stations in Wupperthal to inform them about the meeting.
During this period they also met with the Church Council to
discuss the recommendations of the meeting. In November the
Wupperthal Community Forum was established to take forward
the struggle of the Moravians in Wupperthal and within the
broader Moravian Community.

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty
It was agreed that the different communities will mobilise at local
level and keep the local communities informed. A strategy session
is planned for March 2013 to prepare for the Synod that has now
been postponed. The postponement of the Synod is in itself
unprocedural but is a benefit for communities’ ongoing mobilising
and organising.
Popular education
as a mobilisation tool
The concept of popular education gained prominence in the 1970s
through the work of Paolo Freire and others when they developed
a critique of hierarchical and capitalist education and proposed
alternative popular education methods that do not reproduce
oppression but support emancipation.
After four years of working at a regional level, mainly with
emerging farmer associations, the popular education programme
changed tack. This change was itself managed in a way that
reflects the principles of popular education. Participants were
consulted and a new approach was collectively worked out by
SPP staff and the members of communities where we work. The
purpose of the change was to align the popular education efforts
of SPP more closely with the community organising and movement
building work of activists in the rural areas. We therefore decided
to work on a local rather than a regional level, and to base
ourselves on the requests of local activists, rather than on the
year plans of SPP.
This has been more difficult to manage, as long quiet periods can
be interspersed by shorter periods of intense work that can often
not be foreseen. However, the change has been well worth it, as

demonstrated by our popular education with small farmers in
Wupperthal that was able to support the emergence of an inclusive
movement of the residents of all the Moravian mission stations
in the Western Cape. Similarly our work with farm workers in
Citrusdal was able to support the work of the Citrusdal Farm
Workers Forum during the recent farm worker strike. Our work
with the youth is also moving in such a direction.
In the SPP context, it is important to appreciate that the Food
Sovereignty Campaign had its origins as a result of an
emancipatory, alternative popular education practice facilitated
since 2006. These gatherings over the years have been characterised
by vibrant and passionate discussions that promote transformation.
For many participants the gatherings remains key moments when
they can better understand their own power as individuals and
as a collective.
Forestry communities claiming their rights
through solidarity and action
SPP initially supported residents at Nuweberg forestry village
who requested our support for secure land tenure, additional land
for livelihoods and the deterioration of services and infrastructure.
Our relationship with Nuweberg during this time included building
awareness of their rights to land and services, awareness of the
role of relevant government departments and improved
organisation and cohesion of the local community organisation,
i.e. the Nuweberg Residents’ Association. A community visioning
exercise was facilitated with all sections of community present.
As active members of the FSC they also participated in all actions
and mobilisation activities of the Campaign.
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In essence we attempted through our support to facilitate the
integration of forestry communities into a broader agrarian
approach for transformation, to stimulate community organisation
and mobilisation, to foster partnerships and to promote the Right
to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign.
The Nuweberg community subsequently collaborated with
Hawequa– also an isolated forestry community which also faced
evictions. This collaboration led to closer working relationship
between SPP, the Women on Farms Project (WFP) which is
supporting the Hawequa community, the Southern Cape Land
Committee (which has been supporting forestry communities in
the Southern Cape), and the Legal Resources Centre.
A range of meetings and workshops were conducted to develop
both local and joint strategies. Neighbouring forestry communities,
i.e. Hawequa, Wemmershoek, La Motte, Meerlust, Lebanon and
Jonkershoek joined this forestry initiative to jointly approach the
issues they have in common, i.e. sustainable forest settlements
characterised by security of land and housing, upgrading of village
infrastructure and secure livelihoods. A core group of leaders was
elected to a task team representing the different participating
forestry communities. Their responsibilities ranged from
coordination of plans to liaison with government departments on
local needs and demands.
Given the slow response time and continued lack of service
delivery, the communities jointly staged a march to Parliament
and the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform to
raise the profile of desperate residents in forestry villages in the
media, to get support from other forestry villages, and to lobby
senior government officials to take responsibility for the situation
and to intervene.

On 12 July about 300 marchers and residents of forestry villages
marched to Parliament to hand over a memorandum to the
President, the DRDLR, the Departments of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries (DAFF), Public Works (DPW) and the Western Cape
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning.
The FSC led the march, supported by SPP and partner organisations.
A smaller group of participants conducted a sit-in at DRDLR to
show their frustration with slow land reform and poor service
delivery. Pamphlets were distributed along the route and statements
issued to the media.
SPP supported leaders from local forestry villages and the task
team to follow up with government departments. The participating
communities agreed to intensify and structure their collaboration.
One of the main challenges is to get local support. This will be
achieved through information sessions at the village level.
On 19 July a meeting of role-players was held with the Drakenstein
Municipality, DRDLR, DAFF, Cape Nature, Public Works, SPP, LRC,
WFP, Stellenbosch Law Clinic and community representatives.
Agreement was reached that no residents will be evicted by Cape
Nature, as instructed by DPW, and that the issue of long-term
tenure will be discussed with the community of Hawequa. It was
further agreed that the different state departments should meet
and a proper community process should be facilitated with the
residents to discuss tenure options. On 28 August a meeting was
held with the Hawequa Community and the different role-players
where it was agreed that Hawequa will be registered as a land
reform project. DRDLR will draft a Project Identification Report
(PIR) and will explore the possibility of accessing development
planning funds for this process.
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“The name changes of the forestry companies is confusing. Sometimes we
don’t know with who we are negotiating or must negotiate!”. Lilian Krieger (Nuweberg)

On 28 July another meeting was held with the different forestry
towns in the region. Representatives of the following forestry
towns attended the meeting: Nuweberg, Meerlust, Hawequa,
Waterval, La Motte and Wemmershoek. The purpose of the
meeting was to assess the response of the government and other
role-players to the memorandum handed over during the march
to Parliament on 12 July. No responses have been received from
the government departments on the memorandum and the
representatives are planning a follow up session again to get
commitments to action from the various role-players.
The communities then agreed to focus on local activities while
they were waiting for the response of government. Activities
included horizontal exchanges to the different communities to
get an understanding of their different situations, issues and
struggles. It included a visit to the unused saw mills. Ideas that
emerged from their strategising and discussions was the possible
occupation of the saw mills/ factories and using these for the
benefit of the community.
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By the end of 2012 no responses have yet been received from
the various departments. The communities are not discouraged.
They continue with local mobilisation. An exchange visit is planned
to the Southern Cape to share and learn lessons from forestry
communities there. Slowly they are growing the movement and
building solidarity between these communities.
FARM WORKER MOBILISATION
Towards the end of the year farm workers in the Western Cape
went on a strike that lasted for four months and was historically
unprecedented in its scale, intensity and in the victory that the
strikers won. Even though the strike came as a surprise to many
NGOs with a history of support to farm workers, SPP was not
surprised by the decision of the farm workers on the West Coast
to join the strike and more specifically the Cederberg farm workers
and dwellers’ forum and their members (some also members of
Sikhule Sonke, a women-led trade union).

agrarian transformation for food sovereignty
Farm workers’ strike for land,
better working and living conditions
Table grape harvesters started protesting in De Doorns at the
start of November in support of being paid R150 per day and
improved living conditions. Most earned between R69 and R75
a day. The protests soon spread to 15 other towns including
Citrusdal on the West Coast. Since the start of the protests, SPP
has been engaging with the Citrusdal Farm workers/ Dwellers’
Forum and the Right to Food Sovereignty for Agrarian
Transformation about these developments.
At the same time SPP and FSC became part of the Farm Workers’
Strike Coalition. The coalition originally consisted of members of
Congress of South African Trade Union (COSATU) affiliates, nonunionised workers in Zolani, Bonnievale, De Doorns, Worcester,
Robertson and Nkqubela, and organisations such as Women on
Farms, TCOE, Sikhule Sonke and the Black Association of the
Wine and Spirit Industry, FSC and Citrusdal Farm Workers/
Dwellers’ Forum. SPP formed part of the Media Committee of
the Coalition. The name of the Coalition has since changed from
the Farm Workers’ Strike Coalition to the Coalition for a Living
Wage and Good Living Conditions for Farm Workers.
On 29 November 2012 the Citrusdal Farm Workers/ Dwellers’
Forum and approximately 200 farm workers/ dwellers and rural
dwellers took to the streets in Citrusdal, in solidarity with those
in other parts of the Western Cape. Approximately 11 leaders
were arrested (three men and eight women) but were not charged
and were later released. On 4 December more than 200 farm
dwellers in Citrusdal were involved in a legal march where they

handed memoranda to the Department of Labour and the white
commercial farmers union for their demands of R150/day after
deductions, improved living and working conditions and for land
reform. Citrusdal farm workers and residents were supported by
members of the FSC from the Northern Cape. A total of 18 people
were arrested – six women and 12 men. SPP arranged for legal
representation and for their release on bail.
The broader farm workers’ demands were and still are around
wages and benefits; services such as free or subsidised electricity,
access to clean and free water, access to public transport, access
to free and decent transport to and from work; free protective
clothing; housing; proper implementation of labour legislation;
equal pay for equal work and maternity leave; access to land for
subsistence farming; acceleration of the redistribution of land
process and sharing of land between farm owners and farm
workers; removal of labour brokers; work directly for farmers and
no retrenchments by farm owners in response to an increase in
wages.
SPP’s work with farm workers and dwellers spans a period of
about 15 years since rights education started with the introduction
of the Extension of Security of Tenure Act in 1996. Over the years
farm workers and dwellers built their own strength and knowledge
and organised themselves on various farms. The work with farm
workers and dwellers was mostly concentrated around the
Cederberg municipal areas with occasional mobilisation in other
regions. Farm workers and dwellers from the Onseepkans areas
in Namaqualand region of the Northern Cape have recently
requested training on legislation and their rights under ESTA.
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In September 2012 one of the farm dwellers and
Convenor of the Food Sovereignty Campaign at the
time facilitated workshops with farm workers to
inform them about their rights in terms of the
Extension of Security of Tenure Act, Basic Conditions
of Employment Act and the Occupational Health
and Safety Act. The workshop was deemed a success
as farm workers and dwellers indicated their intention
to join the Food Sovereignty Campaign and to also
organise and establish a farm workers’ forum that
can assist them in disciplinary hearings and illegal
evictions.
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The aim for 2013 is to support them to establish a forum that
is represented by farm workers themselves. Members of the
Vioolsdrift community spoke out against the oppression of farm
workers and farm dwellers in the Orange River Valley. They too
are in the process of establishing a farm worker and farm dwellers’
forum in order to support all farm workers in the region.
Several other approaches have also been used in conjunction
with rights education in order to highlight the plight of farm
workers. Coalitions for farm worker rights with representatives
from departments were established. Research has been done
around evictions and the challenges facing farm workers. Research
has been commissioned by farm workers to understand the

nature of fear of their members. Farm workers have self-organised
in farm committees and forums and mobilised their constituencies,
engaged with politicians and parliamentarians and negotiated
with farmers and landowners. Popular education sessions have
taken place. Exchanges have been organised. Home production
efforts have been initiated. Despite all these positive
developments, there has been little change in overall conditions
for farm workers.
The reasons for this include changes in the agricultural sector,
responses to the deregulation of agriculture, post-1994 labour
laws and the institutionalised structure of agriculture in South
Africa.
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THE FARM WORKERS’ STRIKE
an article by PETRUS BRINK – RIGHT TO AGRARIAN REFORM FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY CAMPAIGN

The Citrusdal Farm Workers and Dwellers’ Forum brings together
the workers on all the farms around Citrusdal. We started with
mainly permanent workers and it took us three years to get a
core group of about 70 and a membership base of about 300.
Now, after the strike, our members and supporters include
seasonal workers from migrant and immigrant communities.
We started the forum because workers needed a platform to
speak out about their problems and mobilise for their demands.
We felt the trade unions were not playing that role for farm
workers. We are also affiliated to the Food Sovereignty
Campaign because we want to build a movement of the rural
poor that includes emerging farmers and the unemployed youth.
Through them we are part of La Via Campesina, a global
movement of small farmers and landless, rural workers.
One of the key issues we take up is evictions. Farmers continue
to evict farm workers on a massive scale and laws like the
Extension of Security of Tenure Act do not protect the workers;
all it does is to set out the procedure that farmers must follow
to evict, which they ignore whenever it suits them. We have
also been involved in lots of fights for better housing for farm
workers and for access to services such as electricity, transport
and water. When there were cases of violence against women
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and children, we organised protests. Before the strike it was
difficult to get involved in wage struggles because farmers
refused to negotiate with us as we are not a trade union. We
have fought for access to land for farm workers and in this we
have been quite successful.
It was unexpected that the farm workers would go on strike
on 28 August 2012. The strike started in De Doorns by workers
who were not members of a union.
The Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC), The United Democratic
Front (UDF), Mawubuye Land Rights Forum and the trade unions
CSAAWU (Commercial Stevedoring Alliance Allied Workers’
Union), SikhulaSonke, COSATU, FAWU (Food and Allied Workers’
Union), BAWUSA (Black Agricultural Workers Union of SA) and
NGOs like Surplus People Project, Women on Farms, and TCOE
(Trust for Community Outreach and Education) formed the
Coalition for a Living Wage and Decent Living Conditions for
Farm Workers to co-ordinate support for the strike. Years ago
we realised that there is a need for more farm worker/dweller
decision making power so that struggles can be controlled, run
and directed by the farm workers themselves.

The Food Sovereignty Campaign, to which we are affiliated,
was represented by its secretary Petrus Brink who made it very
clear at a meeting in Stellenbosch, “We cannot allow COSATU
to play a leading role in the strike, because there’s no certainty
that COSATU will drive through the mandate of the farm
workers”.
Since early December, workers in towns across the Western
Cape like Grabouw, Wolseley, Ceres, Villiersdorp, Porterville,
Piketberg, Clanwilliam and Citrusdal joined the strike. We were
the main organisers of the strike in the Citrusdal and surrounding
areas where we organised mass meetings, pickets and marches
during which our supporters got shot and arrested by the police.
During December, the farm worker strike spread beyond borders
to Ladismith and even isolated farms where no union or any
NGO was working. Some workers on the farm Heimat in
Piketberg, the majority female, met with us at the Citrusdal
SPP office because they decided to strike, demanding R150/day.
They were on strike for two days, but the farm owner refused
to listen to their demands. Then he offered R110 per day, but
they said no, they wanted R150 per day. On the farm Helderview
in Piketberg workers were on strike for days, playing games at
the entrance of the farm. We tried to bring out more workers

but the police and farmers blocked us with guns.
The Food Sovereignty Campaign supported the Citrusdal Farm
Workers/ Dwellers’ Forum when its members decided
strategically to focus on mobilising in areas such as Citrusdal
farms, Citrusdal squatter camp(Stofpad), Piketberg farms
(Heimat and Helderview), Porterville, Saron and Clanwilliam.The
FSC also decided not to sign up members during that time, but
rather to assist, support and to strengthen our relationships
with farm worker committees and similar groups. Our
fundamental argument is that we are a social food movement.
The position of FSC was very clear, throughout our actions, as
well as at the mass rally in Worcester (16 December 2012) –
the strike must be controlled by the workers, not the unions.
The demand of R150/day is only a conditional demand but we
must demand the return of our land that was stolen by
imperialists and capitalists. We want land, water and food
sovereignty. This should be the next step.
Even though we did not win every demand we have put forward,
one thing is absolutely sure – farm workers and migrants have
lost some of their fear and we will capitalise on that, building
our structures and movements.
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agroecology for food sovereignty

A

groecology is the basis for an alternative sustainable
agricultural approach that incorporates economic, political,
environmental and social dimensions and that is rooted within
social, political and economic forms of resistance. The industrial
model of agriculture, which is export-driven, actively uses agrochemicals and promotes the use of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) and agro-fuels, impacts negatively on the health,
environment and land-based livelihoods of small-scale farmers
and producers and farm workers. This corporate profit-driven model
of agriculture further entrenches the neoliberal attack on the entire
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food system.Traditional and local knowledge of farmers are
generally ignored. Agroecological production or farming is therefore
a direct alternative to the status quo.
Food sovereignty is a powerful framework for organising responses
to our food system. In South Africa it means having access to land
and water towards building local food and farming systems
controlled by farmers. Adopting an approach which fosters
participatory democracy, acknowledges farmers’ knowledge and
experience and supports local struggles and resistance is central
to such a process.

ROLE AND CHALLENGES OF SPP
IN ADVANCING FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
As an NGO we take up political accountability to transform
from the inside out in order to be authentic in supporting
a fairly new but growing food sovereignty movement.
In practice this means being responsive to the needs of
farmers and rural groupings; while also learning with and
from farmers and producers. It requires connecting
community actions and struggles to policy; critically
learning from and researching what works globally
and analysing what will work in our context. All
of the time we strive to ensure that the
transformation of rural communities remains
our guiding principle.
of examples of agroecological small scale
production are small, the movement is
growing and often in areas where successful
agriculture may seem impossible. Despite
harsh geographical conditions and climate
change, efforts are being made towards
establishing an alternative form of
agriculture. Good results are possible
when the means of production are
accessible. Gaining access to the necessary
resources often requires a mobilisation
strategy and direct action. Documenting
positive changes and real examples of
resilience is a powerful tool to change mindsets about how agriculture can work.
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“Land is Life”.

Rosina Secondt (Member of the Food Sovereignty Campaign)

A common critique of agroecology, from government and
agricultural institutions supporting commercial industrial agriculture,
is that it only works for a small number of farmers and its methods
are not widely adopted or replicable. While this might be true, we
have to engage with the reasons for this: farmers are often not
aware of agroecological alternatives; sometimes they are aware
of it but may not be convinced that it works; or they only know
industrial farming and so do not believe or trust that something
else can work better. The form of support and incentives that
farmers get from the state and institutions with resources push
industrial, chemical-based farming as the only way of doing things.
We work in an environment which is not supportive of agrarian
transformation for food sovereignty, but we give expression to
these policy thrusts in our work, our strategies and our relationships
and support to small scale farmers and farm workers.
FARMER-TO-FARMER EXCHANGES AND SHARING
Nothing convinces people more than observing that something
works. Farmers too are convinced about alternatives when they
see how it can work in their contexts and when they can learn first
hand from other farmers they can identify with.
Exploring opportunities and challenges
for natural livestock farming
Farmers from the Northern Cape and staff members visited an
organic farm in Stellenbosch, Western Cape. The purpose of this
exchange was to explore and learn about agroecological principles
and practices with specific reference to sustainable livestock farming.
Farmers learned and shared about preparations which can be
applied to improve resistance to diseases and which can also be
used as alternatives to commonly known antibiotics. The
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Loeriesfontein livestock farmers found the use of apple cider vinegar
for de-worming a week before full moon to be interesting and
advice about a cattle lick very valuable. The Brandvlei women
livestock farmers were particularly impressed and inspired by the
high density grazing method. Loeriesfontein farmers expressed an
intention to implement it as it could potentially suit their context,
conditions and farming system. Insights and affirmations from the
exchange highlighted that it is possible to farm economically on
a smaller land portion, that it is vital to keep records of your farming
system and to always know the conditions of each of your animals.
The farmers showed commitment to share with other farmers
from the Hantam region as members of the Regional Emerging
Farmers’ Association (REFA).
Household producers show solidarity in action
Different household producers exchanged knowledge with each
other and directly assisted each other with land preparation, making
soil beds and weeding. They exchanged learnings about chicken
and pig farming, as well as traditional knowledge, products and
recipes. The outcome of these exchanges in respect of local or
traditional products and recipes were recorded and will be integrated
in future market days. The sharing and exchange of seeds always
forms part of such exchanges.
Forestry communities mobilise for change
As part of a broader mobilisation strategy to secure tenure and
improve livelihoods for forestry communities, horizontal exchanges
were facilitated to strengthen solidarity and so that communities
could have greater understanding of what they have in common
and what they can learn from each other.

agroecology for food sovereignty
The exchange included a visit to an unused saw mill. Strategy
discussions formed an integral part of the process. Ideas that
emerged from community discussions were the possible occupation
of the saw mills and factories and using these for the benefit of
the broader community.
Bartering between farmers and producers
A variety of seeds, livestock (pigs and chickens) and infrastructure
have been donated by SPP on condition that recipients share and
exchange with others as their livestock numbers grow and seed
stock increases. The groups signed a commitment to these
conditions and a system has been put in place to track exchanges.
The next step is to facilitate an exchange to Farmers’ Support
Group (FSG) in KwaZulu-Natal to learn about the record keeping
system and process used by the farmers they support.
One of the farm workers is an active campaign member who
grows his own food. He has shown an interest in expanding his
local production by integrating pigs into the system. This was a
result of an exchange visit to Porterville farmers where
agroecological pig farming is effectively used. He has since
exchanged seedlings for pig manure with Porterville famers.
As more groups and households engage in agroecological
production, more vulnerable groups and charities also benefit
from solidarity production. Household producers and farmers
make donations from their produce to at least one needy household
or local institution.
Farmer-controlled and -led training,
documentation and research
SPP has worked with farmers from agroecological learning sites

for the last few years. Representatives from these farmers and
members of the Food Sovereignty Campaign formed a working
group. The group’s role is to direct and inform their support needs
- training, exchanges, implementation challenges and mobilisation.
It is also a space for members to share practices, give feedback,
learn from each other and where they can actively engage with
theory and practice.
Building social cohesion on a local level
and support for local sovereignty
A working group meeting held early in 2012 revisited the objectives
for the year. They clarified expectations, defined roles of farmers
and SPP, developed a plan of activities; and identified training
needs and how the needs would be met. The same themes
continued to resurface such as pest control, water management
and soil fertility. Farmer groups requested that training is designed
according to their specific needs, taking into account available
resources, topography, soil type, and type of production, number
of people working the land, what grows naturally on the land and
what is being cultivated there. For example, green material for
composting is not available to some farmers. For those who live
along the coast it is thus easier to use sea matter (fish off cuts
from the harbour and washed-up seaweed).
Most farmers confirmed the importance of sharing and learning
from each other, and raised the issue of distance and lack of
resources as the big challenge to effective movement building.
They only meet when SPP brings them together and this is not
frequent enough to build a movement. Most farmers said they
will not go back to using pesticides. For some farmers, access to
markets remains a challenge.
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Others have found the community demand for their products is

agroecologically and integrate pigs and chickens.”

growing.
Training sessions focused on soil improvement techniques,
A farmer from Komaggas shared that one of the household

rotational cropping systems, intercropping, alternative pest control

producer groups has allocated one of his grazing plots for a

(traditional recipes), compost making, effective micro-organisms

learning site to grow oats. This represents an agro-processing and

(EM), mulching, herb growing, vegetable production, natural

value adding opportunity - they intend to make their own oats

chicken and pig rearing, composting, fruit tree management and

for porridge and flour.

traditional food preparation recipes. Nutrition as an important
aspect of agroecology forms part of the discussions as many

Water management using agroecological methods

communities are faced with health problems like diabetes, obesity
and hypertension. Visible benefits of the training could be seen

Water resource management is a key priority,especially in the

in farmers integrating herbs into their production systems and

water-stressed Northern Cape and against the background of

diversifying their crops. One farmer who has been trained in

climate change. Some of the household producers in small farming

propagating seedlings now trains other groups of farmers.

villages such as Soebatsfontein and Kamassies harvest water
during the rainy season. Two households have designed their own

In Bitterfontein, a water-stressed area in the northern part of the

systems by using waste material like plastic cans and old water

Western Cape various practical demonstrations have been done

pipes, to harvest rain water and capture grey water for gardening

on compost making, pest management and seed saving. Household

purposes. Producers are struggling with expensive municipal water

food gardens to alleviate the extreme poverty in Bitterfontein

bills, but they are managing to water their gardens by using

has grown from strength to strength with more households,

effective water conservation techniques.

individuals and even the local primary school establishing food
gardens. Through the Slow Food initiative, the household gardens

Training

received seeds, fruit trees, implements and training. The goal is
to produce local indigenous food that is part of the cultural

“Spoegrivier farmers have access to land for vegetable production

heritage of the area; it must be clean, good and fair. This experience

and irrigation. They rejected a donation of “starter packs” provided

is evident that agroecology is an effective way of adapting to

by the Department of Agriculture as they want to farm

climate change.
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Farmers’ markets - space to raise awareness
and share information

identity. This will also in future help with the establishment of
a Participatory Guarantee System (an alternative farmer-led
agroecological certification system), because producers will be

Market days provide a space for farmers to share and learn from
each other about pricing, packaging and marketing their products.
They also serve as a space for mobilisation and awareness-raising.
The agroecological farmers’ market day in Citrusdal had the aim
and purpose of raising awareness about food sovereignty;
promoting agroecologically grown vegetables and other products
such as fruits, meat and honey; and raising consumer awareness
about the importance of buying from the local small-scale farmers
in their towns. The market day was preceded by a Speak Out and
march through the main road of Citrusdal. The march was
successful in drawing attention and creating a buzz around
agroecological production. Residents and buyers were interested
and wanted to know more about the Food Sovereignty Campaign.
Small-scale farmers from different towns in three municipal areas
participated in the Citrusdal event. Produce ranged from fresh
vegetables and fruit, tobuchu (a traditional indigenous herb) seeds,
honey, fresh herbs and fresh pork.
The two-day event was successful as the people of Citrusdal came
out to the street and listened to small-scale farmers speaking
about agroecology. Information pamphlets about agroecology
and food sovereignty were distributed. Farmers managed to sell
most of their products. They identified the need for local markets
in their towns to bring together local producers and consumers
with whom they might have existing relationship and a shared

engaging directly with consumers and building a relationship with
them.
The Swartland Farmers’ Forum had a range of agricultural produce
and products available such as fresh and pickled fruits and
vegetables, honey, fig and apricot jams, rooibos tea, herbal and
cucumber creams, barbequed meat and sausage plates and cooked
maize at their first market day. Pamphlets and materials were
exhibited and distributed explaining the roles and support provided
by SPP, Slow Food International, the Food Sovereignty Campaign
and the Swartland Farmers’ Forum itself.
Farmers sold most of their products and learned new skills about
marketing. The plan is to have more of these combined market
days for farmers to sell their products, explore and analyse their
local markets and raise awareness. They got new insights around
truck drivers as consumers and future buyers of their honey!
In Rooifontein (Brakhoek) a local farmer’s day was held as a new
initiative to sell their produce. This event was well supported, so
it will be an on-going activity for these producers. Farmers
identified the value of labelling and “branding” their produce even
if they do not have large amounts to sell. They also share seeds,
propagate seedlings, and undertake exchanges with other farming
communities such as those in Kammasies and Nourivier.
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“South Africa has an advantage, in that it is home to a number of civil society
organizations that, and academics who, are well-experienced in agroecology.
Indeed, several South African organizations, such as the Surplus People Project,
the Association for Rural Advancement or Farmer Support Group established
by universities, have already launched pilot projects and established contacts
with pioneer countries in this area. Insights from these organizations and
experiences could be very useful for accelerating the transition towards
sustainable and productive agricultural systems, as well as for improving the
efficiency of extension services.” Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Olivier De Schutter (2012)
TAKING ISSUES OF AGROECOLOGY AND
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY TO SCHOOLS

conventional knowledge and fosters a deeper understanding of
social and ecological issues.

Schools adopting agroecology

SPP’s long-term goal is to stimulate the integration of food
sovereignty principles into the school curriculum and for schools
to become a platform for increased local social integration such
as development initiatives and awareness. Intervention during
the reporting period focused on information dissemination and
conducting training in agroecological aspects of production.

Three urban schools located in poor disadvantaged areas in the
Cape Metropole requested our support given their lack of capacity
and infrastructure to support local school feeding schemes for
poor and hungry learners. These feeding schemes are linked to
vegetable gardens that produce fresh and affordable vegetables.The
three schools, i.e. Melton, Spurwing and Nyameko primary schools
value the awareness brought about by this intervention, particularly
information on agroecology and food sovereignty that challenges
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The three schools are all eager to work with SPP as agroecological
principles foster a deeper understanding of their own environmental
and social challenges. Despite the absence of government support

agroecology for food sovereignty
and lack of essential resources, the schools have managed to
secure storage facilities, affordable water and agricultural inputs
(seeds and compost). Teachers and learners are motivated and
involved.
Awareness-raising sessions on sustainable agricultural production
methods include the use of open pollinated seeds and soil fertility
management (crop diversification, rotation cropping and compost
making). The schools plant throughout the year but their fields
become flooded during winter months.
At Nyameko, the community interest group (Bambanani)
approached the school and offered to become involved as they
themselves are in need of land and are willing to provide muchneeded labour inputs. SPP facilitated a meeting to establish an
agreement and to formulate roles and responsibilities. Bambanani
subsequently prepared the piece of land 29 m x 39 m in extent
and added humus (chicken manure) to the soil. We supported
the school by providing implements, seeds and seedlings such as
beetroot, cabbage, spinach, onions, beans and herbs sourced from
other farmers. Nyameko Primary is currently able to feed roughly
1200 learners every day and the herb garden is accessible to the
entire Mfuleni township.
The rural schools are mostly based in the Northern Cape (Namakwa
region specifically). Since 2011 there has been a steady growth
in the number of schools interested in agroecological production
of vegetables and fruit.
Spoegrivier Primary School wants to establish a farming site that

will be of benefit for the school, and most importantly the learners.
The idea is to establish a “mixed farming” site that will include
sheep, goats, cattle, chickens, pigs, a variety of vegetables, fruit,
herbs and indigenous trees using sustainable methods. This should
be beneficial for the schools’ feeding scheme and agro-processing
such as making cheese and preserving fruit and vegetables. This
can also generate an additional income for the school. The main
focus however will be the feeding scheme for the learners. The
school governing body has an interest in, and a positive attitude
towards, the agro-ecological approach. Through bartering, they
received four piglets from the Steinkopf farmers. As part of the
support from SPP, they received 20 chickens, a start-up for chicken
feeding, herbs, olives, oranges and lemon trees, a variety of seeds
and onion seedlings, also sourced from small-scale farmers.
The school received a small grant from the Namaqualand Diamond
Fund Trust to buy calves. A proposal for infrastructure development
is in the process of being finalised for submission to the Department
of Agriculture. An implementation plan has been drafted. The
school governing body and parents are involved in the process.
The Sacred Heart Primary School (total of 149 learners) requested
training in soil improvement techniques, rotational cropping,
companion planting and planting and maintenance of fruit trees.
The school wants to learn how to produce safe, healthy and
environmental friendly produce that can feed the children.
The Kamieskroon Primary School is also a demonstration site and
we provided training in fruit tree cultivation (olive and orange
trees).
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agroecology for food sovereignty
The learners are trained to produce healthy fruit and
understand the importance of fruit as part of a healthy
daily diet. The learners are exposed to global warming
effects and the value of planting fruit and indigenous
trees.
Eighteen chickens were donated to the school to create
an integrated farming system where learners and
community members can learn how to farm more
efficiently.
They harvested carrots, beans, onions and beetroot and
donated it to the school feeding scheme. This enabled
the provision of healthy and nutritious food for all the
school learners.
SMALL STEPS TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY
DESPITE MULTIPLE CHALLENGES
Farmers have had many successes regarding agroecological
production as well as some challenges. Agroecological
farmers in general have good harvests, but report on poor
quality products due to pests and diseases. With the
knowledge of farmers we came to some interesting
conclusions around particular crops affected by pests.
Commercial farms close to agroecological sites spray their
crops for preventative or control reasons. Some pests
migrate to areas where no spray has been applied. This led
to an increase in pest attacks on agroecologically produced
crops. Fortunately farmers are particularly vigilant and
harvested before extreme damage was done. Some made
and applied an organic spray solution consisting of natural
insect-repelling ingredients.
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Increasing production as livelihood
Farmers described a number of increases in production through
the use of agroecological practices. In Steinkopf, farmers reported
an increase of 10% in actual yields, a 60% increase in seed
harvesting and an increase in small stock pigs of more than 280%.
In Vioolsdrift, vegetable production increased by 5% and egg
production increased by 100%. People in Goodhouse no longer
buy eggs from the local shops. In Steinkopf farmers doubled the
number of compost heaps as they have experienced the positive
impact of making their own compost on the quality of their
crops. In addition, their input costs have decreased. Farmers do
their own independent review of their farming practices and
pursue creative ways to sell their surpluses. In Garies, the two
women who are part of the livestock farmers’ group now also
grow vegetables at home to supplement their food supply.

and one ram. The project is making good progress as the number
of livestock is increasing. The beneficiaries in the two regions
signed an agreement with REFA and are receiving mentoring
from farmers from Loeriesfontein and Fraserburg. A monitoring
and evaluation system is been put in place to measure the impact
of the Livestock Project. SPP assisted REFA to register as an NPO
[non-profit organisation].
Building networks between farmers
and linking NGO activities

Livestock Bank Project - exploring sustainability for farmers

The Tshintsha Amakhaya collaboration has allowed different
NGOs and social movements to examine and explore common
interests and value the experiences and expertise each partner
brings. Collaborative efforts have since increased . The connections
with and between social movements and formations has added
value to the alliance.

The Livestock Bank Project was established to explore options
for sustainability of the Regional Farmers’ Association (REFA). It
has expanded from the Kareeberg region to the Karoo Hoogland
and Hantam regions as well. Both new areas received 25 ewes

SPP staff members, small-scale farmers and members of the Food
Sovereignty Campaign participated in an agroecology producers’
platform in the Southern Cape hosted by our sister organisation
the Southern Cape Land Committee.
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“I feel much healthier since I have been introduced to agroecological produced
food. Since I started my own garden I rarely spend money on vegetables, as I
produce enough for my family and some of my fellow farm worker/ dwellers.
As soon as the citrus trees are sprayed with chemicals farm workers &
dwellers inhabiting the farm usually become ill needing to see the local GP.”
Gert Bezuidenhout (farm worker from Citrusdal

The Food Sovereignty Campaign captured the attention and
interest of many participants at the producers’ summit. They
advocated for joining forces instead of fighting battles alone.
Agroecological farmers from the Eastern, Western and Southern
Cape all shared similar challenges such as limited access to water,
land and other much-needed resources to sustain viable farming
and improve livelihoods.
This was a good opportunity for farmers from different provinces
and networks to meet and exchange seeds, products and
experiences. Seeds exchanged during this event were distributed
to farmers in need of seeds, as well as serving as a means of
improving their own seeds by increasing genetic diversity through
exchange. Willem Pedro, a subsistence farmer and active campaign
member from the Cederberg, shared his experiences, produce
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and seeds at the summit.
Women on Farms, another sister organisation, requested a training
session on agroecology. The training held at Boontjies River was
attended by a large group of women and youth from various
areas such as Rawsonville, Spooky town, Stellenbosch, Kayamandi
and other areas where Women on Farms is working. Follow-up
sessions based on an assessment of this initial intervention are
being explored.
Staff, farmers and farm workers from across the country
participated in the Slow Food International Terra Madre event
conducted in Italy. SPP coordinates the 1000 Food Gardens for
Africa project in SA and all the partners in the project formed
part of the delegation to this “social forum” around “good, fair
and clean food”.

agroecology for food sovereignty
A workshop organised by Action Aid brought together various
organisations and practitioners to discuss agroecology as a concept
that could assist poor farmers to adapt to climate change in their
day-to-day farming. Debates about the concept itself emerged
and the difference between agroecology and permaculture,
biodiversity, sustainable farming, organic farming formed part of
the debate.The need for raising awareness about agroecology and
food sovereignty was evident.
Agroecology Strategy
DAFF has released a 5th draft of an Agroecology Strategy for
South Africa for public comment. We were encouraged that the
Department recognises the practice of agroecology and its potential
environmental benefit and the fact that it seeks to implement
an agroecology strategy in South Africa. However, we were
concerned that the current document and process had a number
of critical shortcomings. Civil society organisations made detailed
submissions on the strategy and also presented a joint statement
on particular issues of importance.
A number of key issues were raised about the consultation process;
the fact that the strategy has been developed without an
agroecology policy framework and the need for an alternative to
the chemical-industrial model of agriculture that will encourage
more ecological, biodiverse, resilient, sustainable and socially just
forms of agriculture.
The Food Sovereignty Campaign with support from SPP will drive
the process to ensure greater awareness and mobilisation and
linking it to the need for broader agrarian transformation.

SEED SOVEREIGNTY – GROUNDING LOCAL STRUGGLES IN
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
There can be no food sovereignty without seed sovereignty. It is
important to note that the culture of seed saving is often not
ingrained in some of the farmers we work with due to historic
forced removals and a break in their culture and connection to
land and agriculture. It is thus important that seed security and
sovereignty is reintroduced to farmers through a seed breeding
programme managed in every producing household and farm.
SPP attended a workshop hosted by Biowatch on national seed
policy. Staff of the National Plant Genetic Resources Centre of
South Africa within DAFF presented their proposal to ratify the
1991 Plant Breeders Rights (PBR) Act of the International Union
for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants Treaty (UPOV). This
ratification implied that all seed and propagative material saving
and exchanging of protected varieties will be illegal. A protected
variety gives the breeder control of the planting in all its forms,
from seed to harvested material and any vegetative parts used
in propagation. This was not previously the case. Farmers and
those who grow for subsistence in their homes have been free to
share or exchange seed within their farming community but this
will now be stopped. This bill will contribute to the further loss
of genetic biodiversity in the food we grow and eat.
Seed saving and sharing is a big part of any grower’s culture,
especially in small-scale farming communities as these strengthen
ties within communities, ensure a stronger genetic base by
diversification, keep the culture of farming rooted in the traditions
of the people, and obviously ensure food security for the coming
season.
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agroecology for food sovereignty
SPP, sister civil society organisations and farmers we support
subsequently held a meeting with the National Plant Genetic
Resources Centre of South Africa which runs the gene bank
where the commercial food crops, indigenous and traditional
varieties, genetically modified crops are stored. Farmers were
clear that they must be exempted from these restrictions as
seed culture is fundamental to food sovereignty. The issue
with putting this in place is that farmers do not have information
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on which plants are protected by plant breeders’ rights. There
is no way of seeing this difference by simply looking at a seed.
SPP is compiling a list of the varieties that farmers are growing,
in an effort to establish which of those are protected by
breeders’ rights and which are indigenous. Once this has been
done, we will strategise a way forward ensuring protection
against bio piracy without having to subscribe to the institutional
protocol.

Since the meeting several other regional initiatives
around farmers’ rights and seed sovereignty were
held e.g. in Uganda and in Tanzania regarding the
African Regional Intellectual Property Organisation
(ARIPO) and the lack of CSO participation in this
structure. We will continue to keep track of what is
happening at industry level regarding intellectual
property laws and assess how to counter the
movement towards the protection of intellectual
property through resistance on the ground. It is vitally
important to continue seed saving to perpetuate seed
sovereignty. This is an issue that goes hand-in-hand
with issues related to the patenting of life through
genetically modified organisms.

The Food Sovereignty Campaign with support from
SPP has been lobbying against GMOs for some time
now with support to community resistance at a maize
testing site in Lutzville, Western Cape.There has been
a recent flurry of GMO trial release applications in
South Africa and SPP has been working together with
other organisations (such as African Centre for
Biosafety and the Right to Agrarian Reform and Food
Sovereignty Campaign) to resist this.
SPP have visited the Agricultural Research Centre
research site in Lutzville where additional trials are
currently being researched. Our work is also to engage
people in understanding what GMO’s are and its
potential risks and impacts.
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abridged audited financial statements
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)
024-864 NPO PBO 930009073
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2012

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in Rand

2012

2011
Restated

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

Current Assets
Accounts receivable
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets

885,990

847,006

885,990

847,006

10,330
2,178,621
2,188,951

1,140,002
1,821,977
2,961,979

3,074,941

3,808,985

2,987,010
2,987,010

2,610,328
2,610,328

15,576
72,355

117,967
960,204
120,486

87,931

1,198,657

3,074,941

3,808,985

Funds and Liabilities
Accumulated surplus
Current Liabilities
Accounts and other payables
Deferred income
Leave provision
Total Liabilities
Total Funds and Liabilities
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“am not in favour of 20 people farming on one hectare”.
Willem Pedro, Cederberg Commonage Policy Workshop, 23 June 2012

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)
024-864 NPO PBO 930009073
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2012

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Figures in Rand
Revenue
Operating Expenses
Operating (deficit) surplus
Interest received
Surplus (deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive surplus / (deficit)

2012

2011

7,470,789
(7 164 324)
306,465
70,217
376,682
376,682

8,064,759
(8 417 355)
(352 596)
87,386
(265 210)
(265 210)

* A full version of the Audited Financial Statement is available on request
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funding partners
Africa Groups of Sweden (AGS)
Action Aid
Broederlijk Delen
Comité Catholique Contre La Faim Et Pour Développement (CCFD-Terre Solidaire)
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
De Beers Fund
Department of Social Development and Poverty Alleviation – Western Cape
Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst (EED)
Embassy of Finland
Embassy of Belgium
Fastenopfer
Foundation for Human Rights
Interchurch Organisation for Development Co-operation (ICCO)
Multi Agency Grants Initiative
National Development Agency (NDA)
OXFAM GB
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity
United Church of Canada (UCC)
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